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Details of Visit:

Author: Billy Punter
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 18/10/07 14:00
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 65
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Triple A
Phone: 02476687498

The Premises:

Reported on before as being above a Pizzahut, well it is, but its a delivery point rather than a
restaurant. Plenty of parking in a big empty car park. You could judge if the place is busy by the
number of cars parked. More than 1 and you'll have to wait !
Very close to Sainsbury's on Austin Drive, asked and was told the establishment is called Triple 'A'
Flat itself quite large and nicely done. Hooks on the door for your jacket and shirt, but could do with
a simple chair in the room for trousers. Not sure about the bathroom facilities.

The Lady:

Very pretty blonde. Genuine 21. 34c size 10. 5ft 6in tall with blue eyes and nice white teeth.

The Story:

 Shantelle is a very nice young lady, who didn't seem at all worried by my age or looks, and I felt
very comfortable with her. She was friendly and chatty.

Pricing structure here is a ?45 to get you in the door, and everything seems to be ?10 extra, but if
you want OWO then you have to go for the VIP at ?70 and ?10 on top of that (I think). Whilst OWO
is my favourite I draw the line at ?80 so what I did go for was FK & RO. No 'A' (despite the name of
the place) but that's not for me anyway.

The kissing was good and really got me going and the covered oral was also very good being wet
and slurpy.

A mind blowing, prolonged, 69 was heavenly as she tasted delicious, and we continued eventually
to missionary and a delightful, gut tingling finish to our encounter.

Shantelle usually only works Thur, but she was going on holiday soon and possibly doing extra
shifts.
On my way out I also said hello to Philippa, another good looking blonde with a very large chest.
Well worth a visit I think.
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